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The Bee Gym
Few beekeeping inventions pass the test of time but the
demonstration of the principle and practice of the Bee Gym
suggests that it will become at least an effective tool of integrated
pest management, and at most will enable some beekeepers to
abandon routine varroa treatment. The Bee Gym inventor, Stuart Roweth, led the audience
through the story of the development of an idea which began three years ago as a means to
knock varroa off the backs of bees entering and leaving a hive.
The prototype used several strands of fine stretched thread through which bees were obliged
to pass; later versions incorporated additional small blades, and further tests indicated that
bees elected to use the gym even when it was moved from the hive entrance. The data and
film on the beegym.co.uk website offers further persuasive support to Stuart's engaging
presentation: this beekeeping invention is likely to be of practical and enduring benefit._

Bee Gym photos and a ‘selfie’ from
the Essex Conference trip provided
by John Dutney

Keeping bees in unexpected places: - East London Mosque
When I mention keeping bees on the roof of the mosque, this usually generates much interest
and surprise. We placed the first hive there in 2011 and now have five hives on the roof and
one in a purpose built observation area. The East London Mosque is one of the largest
Mosques in Europe and is located in Whitechapel.
Before approaching the mosque for permission it was important for us to check any bees
placed had access to forage. This was done by checking the distance to various parks via
Google Maps, and we determined that there were many. Our other requirements were on site
storage, kitchen facilities and access to the hives. Being such a large Mosque, storage is not a
problem and we have been provided with a small room near the roof for our exclusive use, we
also now have 24/7 access and car parking facilities. The only downside is having to carry
heavy supers down 2 small flights of stairs before we reach the lifts.
Receiving permission to place the hives was a long process and had to be approved by the
mosque management after having discussions around the suitability of the roof, health and
safety, access times, legal implications, honey shares and suitability of the beekeeper. This is
as far as I know the first Mosque in the UK to have bees on their roof._
Article contributed by Salma and Khalil Attan. Next month we will have an item about moving
bees to heather. Do you keep your bees in an unusual location? If so we would love to hear
from you

Beginning Beekeeping
We will be holding a
beginners’ course again next
year, this will start slightly
later than usual in April 2016.
More details to follow but if
you are interested in this
please contact Robin Harman
to book a place. Cost will be
£75 to include a course
manual. _

Essex Conference
Robin Harman was the driver for an Epping Forest Division
“road trip” to the EBKA Annual Conference in Burnham on
Crouch on Saturday 31st October. Accompanying him were
Chairman Eric Beaumont, Treasurer John Dutney and Essex
Chairman Ian Nichols. Ted Grad and Chris Branch from
Epping Forest Division also attended. There were three
excellent lectures, and a decent lunch. Our division was well
represented in the examination result presentations and
John Dutney was presented with an EBKA Honey Show
trophy for “most points in candle classes”. _

Chair’s Corner
Winter is not far off and I've found my hot-water bottle. Of course, bees have
needed no such help for millennia but relied on the thick trunk of a hollow tree to
modulate heat, a point Derek Mitchell will discuss at our next meeting.
Derek's background in physics and engineering has led him to research the
thermodynamics of beehives and to evaluate the use of materials used to build
hives. As he put it: why are hot bees put into a cold box? This promises to be an
engaging evening and I hope to see you there._
Eric Beaumont

Monthly Meeting – Thursday
19th November
This month’s meeting will be held at
the Chingford Horticultural Hall,
Larkshall Road E4 6NH on Thursday
19th November. The speaker will be
thermodynamicist Derek Mitchell
who will talk about ventilation,
insulation and keeping bees warm in
winter – a very topical subject if the
weather predictions prove right.
Please arrive for 7.30 so the talk
can begin promptly. _
Beecraft Subscriptions
A subscription to Beecraft has been
offered as an optional ‘extra’ on the
EFBKA membership form. Please
note that from next year this will
not be an option and if you wish to
receive Beecraft Magazine you will
need to subscribe directly. This is
because the renewal date does not
coincide with EFBKA membership
and it has proved difficult to
administer. If you currently receive
the magazine you will continue to
do so until your subscription expires
next year. _

Bee Improvement For All Day
We will be holding a BIFA Day on 13
March next year at Copped Hall,
Epping in conjunction with BIBBA.
This one-day course on improving
the quality of your colonies is not
just about queen-rearing but about
colony management and is suitable
for all beekeepers from beginners to
the more experienced.
Tickets
(priced at £10) will be limited to
100 and the course will be open to
other beekeeping divisions in the
area. If you want to reserve a place
please contact Robin Harman on
secretary@eppingforestbeekeepers.
co.uk _

Tips from the Bee Man
The mild autumn has meant that
bees have still been still flying in late
October, and queens have continued
to lay during this time. This means
that colonies going into winter may
be much larger than normal so keep
a close check on stores. If further
feeding is needed, use fondant
(candy) rather than syrup.
Make
sure your apiary will be easy to
access in colder weather, by clearing
paths
and
cutting
back
any
overgrown plants. _
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